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SELECTION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPONENTS FROM
MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES FOR DETECTION OF TUMOR TISSUE
The problem raised in this article is the selection of the most important components from multispectral images
for the purpose of skin tumor tissue detection. It occured that 21 channel spectrum makes it possible to separate healthy
and tumor regions almost perfectly. The disadvantage of this method is the duration of single picture acquisition
because this process requires to keep the device very stable. In the paper two approaches to the problem are presented:
hill climbing strategy and some ranking methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
Reduction of the data dimensionality is a very important part of machine learning and data mining
techniques. On the one hand every scientist would have as many analysed object's or phenomenon's
features as possible but on the other hand to much information may introduce some disinformation.
For example we can not get exact information about two numbers if we know only the result of their
addition or multiplication. The ideal situation - when measurements do not introduce any error - is when
we know results of the both operations. If calculation results are noised and contain not only the result of
addition and multiplication but also for example result of raising into the power or rooting extracting the
information about the original numbers will be also difficult. It will be caused by too much number of
analysed objects features.
The other argument that speaks for dimensionality reduction is the cost of obtaining the whole set of
attributes for the object. It may occur that there are some redundant variables which values are hard or
expensive to be measured.
The last problem of multidimensional data is called "the curse of dimensionality" and means that
increasing the number of attributes decreases the algorithm (classifier or regressor) ability to describe
dependencies within the data.
Very similar approach of data analysis is called feature extraction. With this approach we try to
evaluate new attributes on the basis of the original. It may occur that the smaller number of features
calculated from the set of original features will give us better results of classification or regression. This
approach is usually used when the cost of original attributes aquisition is negligible.
This article raises the problem of selection most significant color components for the task of skin
tumor tissue detection. In our research the set of multispectral images was given where every pixel was
described with 21 color components and the expert given value: healthy or tumor. Because using all
components gave quite good results we tried to limit the number of components as aquisition of every
component delays the total aqcuisition time. The whole process of data capturing is performed manually
so the quality of multispectral images strongly depends on the aquisition duration.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section describes the research context and our previous
works in this area. Then algorithms that were used for feature selection are described including some
rankings and climbing strategy. Afterwards experiments and their results are presented. Finally certain
summary conclusions are written and perspectives of further works are mentioned.
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2. ANALYSIS BACKGROUND
Image analysis becomes more and more important in medicine. Our research deals with the analysis
of multispectral skin pictures in the context of tumor tissue detection. Skin fragments were lighted up
with white and blue light and the reflection was captured as the 21 components multispectral image. On
the left side of the Fig. 1 the acquisition device is shown.
On the basis of the experts opinion about regions with tumor we tested most popular classifying
algorithms [12] what gave quite satisfactory results: artificial neural network had the ability of infallibility
when the skin was lighted up with the white light. Visualization of the results is shown on the right side
of the Fig. 1.
To analyze the real quality of obtained pictures a 24 color specimen was used and the camera
results were compared to the given spectral color definition [6]. Results of this experiment led us to the
kernel postprocessing of the obtained multispectral images [5].

Fig. 1. Left: Acquisition device; Right: Sample results visualization (red – tumor, green – healthy).

3. FEATURE SELECTION
As it was mentioned in the introduction there are two main groups of algorithms dedicated for
dimensionality reduction: feature extraction and feature selection. From our point of view in the situation
when ANN can achieve almost a 100% accuracy there is no need to find some new attributes on the basis
of the 21 spectral components because it can not improve the classification results. However, it is very
interesting and desired to limit the number of components that would give the comparable level of tumor
tissue detection.
The attributes selections can be performed by ranking based methods. In this approach we evaluate
each of the attribute separately by some kind of the quality index and select the highest scored ones.
The number of attributes to select could be given or could be determined based on the scores obtained.
The crucial problem in the ranking approach is the way attributes are evaluated.
In order to compare the following methods were chosen: information gain (IG), gain ratio (GR),
2
χ statistic, OneRule ranking, Gini Index (GI), Fisher ratio (FR) and t-test based method. First two ranks
[14,7] are based on the entropy of the class with respect to given attributes. χ2 is the simple application of
the χ2 statistics [10]. The One Rule classifier [4] determines a single rule based on the chosen single
attribute to classify the instances. To find a such a simple rule, the OneRule algorithm tests every
attribute. The Gini Index is a measure used in statistic to quantify inequality of random variable
distribution [2,3,8]. Fisher ratio [13] uses means normalized by covariance to quantify the distance for the
difference of feature means between two classes. The last ranking applied to ranking features is based on
two-sample t-test with cumulative variance formula [15]. Test statistic value can be defined
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as: t ( x) = ( µ1 − µ 2 ) 2 / σ 12 / n1 + σ 22 / n2 , where µ1 , µ 2 and σ12, σ22 are accordingly means and variations
of each feature observations for class 1 and 2. The alternative hypothesis HA is that values of compared
classes are different, while the null hypothesis H0 assumes that they are equal. Greater value of
t(x) indicates stronger evidence supporting the HA, that means of two classes are different.
For the entropy and the chi square based rankers we have applied discretization based on the
Minimal Descriprion Length Principle [1,9]. The idea of the discretization is to find the thresholds which
minimize the average entropy of the class in the following buckets.
The climbing strategy is the heuristic that starts with empty set of output attributes and in each
iteration the only one from remaining attributes is moved to the output set – the one that improves the
classification accuracy the best. For example if the data contains m attributes we perform m classification
experiments, for each attribute separately and observe the classification accuracy. As the first attibute the
one that gives the best accuracy is moved to the output set. Then we have one attribute in the output set
and m-1 attributes in the input set. The next iteration contains m-1 classification experiments and each of
them is performed with the usage of one from the m-1 attributes and the whole output attributes set.
Completing of the output set stops when addition of any of the resting attribute does not improve the
classification accuracy.
If we assume that the complexity of the single classification execution is constant (for the given
number of data objects and the variable number of attributes) the complexity of this strategy is
O(a2) where a is the number of attributes. The pseudocode of this algorithm is listed below. The function
classAccuracy(data, atts) is the proper classifier that works on the subset of attributes atts.
LISTING 1. Climbing strategy.
function climbing(data, atts)
begin
local_atts := atts;
best_acc := 0;
best_atts := ф;
new_acc :=0;
do
begin
best_acc := new_acc;
new_acc :=0;
temp_acc := 0;
foreach latt ∈ local_atts
begin
t_acc := classAccuracy(data, best_atts U { latt });
if (t_acc > new_acc)
begin
best_atts := best_atts U { latt };
local_atts := local_atts \ { latt }
end
end
end
while new_acc > best_acc
return best_atts;
end
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experiments 5000 randomly selected objects (multispectral pixels) from all pictures obtained
were taken into the analysis. The images contain 21 channels with wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to
720 nm with 16 nm step. Each of classes was represented by almost the same number of objects
(2632 pixels from tumor region). This data set was divided into three disjoint subsets: train (4000 objects
with 2084 from the tumor region), tune (500 objects with 268 from the tumor region) and test
(500 objects with 280 from the tumor region). On the basis of the result from the previous research [12]
an artificial neural network was selected as the classificational tool. Classification was performed with the
usage of the Statistica 9 automatically. On the basis of the train set and the error on the tune set the best
network was determined. Afterwards, the result of test set classification was taken as the quality of the
specific attributes subset.
In the Tab. 1 the results of seven ranking attributes are presented as the permutation of spectrum
component numbers (400 nm component is numbered as 1, component 416 nm as 2 and so on). All
rankings were calculated on the sum of train and tune set to separate these results from the data in the test
set. The results of the climbing strategy are presented as the sequence of the spectrum components
numbers subset. Last nonnegative number of the attribute means that adding the following attributes did
not improve the classification accuracy.
Table. 1 Results of ranking and climbing strategy.
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On the Fig. 2 we may observe that the climbing strategy achieves the maximal accuracy just in six
steps. It means that over 70% of attributes contain redundant information. The OneR ranking seems to be
the closest to the climbing strategy. This ranking should be also admitted as the best of other rankings
together with the GI. They approach to their maximal values the most fast. Together they also have the
greater accuracies than other rankings.
What is also interesting the two pairs of rankings occur to be equal and almost equal: InfoGain and
2
χ differs on the 7th and 8th position; t-test and Gini Index generated exactly the same rankings.

Fig. 2. Comparison of climbing hill strategy and rankings efficacy.
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When we compare the first six components from rankings with the set of components given by the
hill climbing strategy we may observe some interesting facts: the first component from the spectrum is
the last one pointed by the hill climbing but in rankings it usually takes far places (17th or even the last
one). Furthermore, only 2-3 from the first six components given by ranking was also pointed by the hill
climbing strategy. This points, that evaluation of attribute relevance given by rankings and hill climbing
strategy is very different.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
In this paper applications of several algorithms of feature selection were compared. This analysis is
the direct continuation of the previous work around detection of skin tumor with the usage of
multispectral pictures. Due to the fact that the full set of spectra components gives almost 100% accuracy
of regions classification we tried to limit the number of necessary components what should shorten the
multispectral pictures acquisition time and improve their quality (elimination of the human inaccuracy of
keeping the acquiring device steady).
Two strategies of features selection was taken into consideration: climbing hill strategy and seven
features rankings. The hill climbing strategy achieved the level of the reference accuracy (the accuracy of
the full set of components classification) faster than every ranking strategy. Interestingly enough only
6 components give the same amount of information as the full 21 component spectrum. It means that the
further data acquisition should be done four times faster.
Our further works will focus on developing the multispectral images database with only the most
significant components given by the hill climbing strategy.
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